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1. Introduction

We entered z new era in nuclear physics a few years ago. We had pre-

ciously studied nuclei by bombarding them either with light projectiles or

with heavy ions at low energy. Under these conditions, the nuclear density

remains clo~e to its equilibrium value and the excitation energy is rela-

tively low. However, the development of accelerators that can accelerate

heavy nucl~i to relativistic energies has made it possible to begin to ex-

plore what happens when nuclei become highly compressed and excited.

Such studies permit us in principle to learn about the nuclear equa-

tion of state, the fundamental relationship specifying how the pressure de-

pends upon density and thermal energy. At present we have experimental in-

formation about this important function only in the vicinity of the equi-

librium ground state. However, theoretical speculations suggest that it

may be extremely complicated, with nuclear matter uncierqoing one or more

phase transitions as its density is increased.

In order for us to achieve our objective of learning about the nuclear

equation of state from comparisons with experimental data, two important

conditiorlsmust be rea’ized in nractice. First, high-energy heavy-ion col-

lisions must involve some degree of coherent collective flow rather than

being merely a superposition of hadron-hadron collisions. Second, the cal-

culated quantities tha; are experimentally measurable must show some sensi-

tivity to the input equation of state. We pay particular attention to

these points here within the framework of two different types of fluid-

dynamics models. Although these models nave their limitations, they have

the strong virtue of dealing directly rather than indirectly with the func-

tion that we are interested in, Any many-body forces that may be present

at high density can be taken into account automatically throuqh their ef-

fect on the equ~tion of ctate, whereas other approaches are currently lim-

ited to twi)-body forces.

We do not have space here to review the many contributions of other

groups to the field, but instead concentrate on those aspects in which we

have been directly involved, after first discussing our current knowledge

and theoretical cpeculations concerning the nuclear equation of state in

sect. 2. Cor,ventional relativistic nuclear fluid dynamics, which Is bas~d

on the assumption thdt the nucleon mean free path is zero and consequently

neglects the interpenetration of the target and projectile upon contact, is

discussed In sect. 3. Results of such calculations performed for three
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different equations of state are compared in sect. 4 with experimental data

for both all impact parameters and central collisions for the reaction 20Ne

+ 23EU at a laboratory bombarding energy per nucleon of 393 MeV. These

comparisons suggest that we need to take into account target ana projectile

interpenetration, which is done in sect. 5 on the basis of a two-fluid

model. We conclude in sect. 6 with an assessment of the present stfitusand

our future prospects for determining the nuclear equation of state with

high-energy heavy ions.

2. Nuclear Equation of State

A region of nuclear matter in local equilibrium can be described by an

equation of state, which specifies how the pressure depends upon density

and thermal energy. In the rest frame of the matter under con~lderat!on,

the total interrwl energy per nucleon is

E(n,l) ❑ EO(n) + I , (1)

where EO(n) is the ground-state energy per nucleon at nucleon number den-

sity n and Z is the thermal energy per n~cleon, which is itself a function

of n and either ttw en[ropy per nucleon S or the temperature T. The pres-

sure p is then given byp:

.

s n2?[(n,l) = n2
di-o(n)

P –m
– + n2 ~11

an s ~n ‘‘s

so that It contains separate contributions from the comprcssional energy

and the thermal energy.

Me currently hove three picccs of experimental informatlor~concerning

the ground-state energy per nucleon (0(11), The vnluc of the eouilibriuol

~nergy per nucleon qlvcr~by a recent scnli-cwlpiricolnucl~ar rlh7SS fOlll!lJld

1s’”

lo(nO) ❑ -15.!19MCV ,
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the value of the equilibrium density obtained from analyses OT elastic

electron

butions

‘o

scattering and microscopic calculations of nuclear density distri-
S9,18,21

3/[4T(l.16

and the value of the

clear giant-monopole

fm)3] = 0.153 nucleons/fm3 ,

nuclear compressibility coefficient deduced from nu-

resonances isq

d2Eo(n)
K= % ~

= 210 i 30MeV .

‘o

Although unknown experimentally at higher densities, th~nretical spec-

ulations suggest that EU(n) may involve one or more phase transitions, as

illustrated~p in fig. 1. For example, doubling the nuclear density from

its normal value cmld lead to a pion condensate, or a state containing a

large number of bound pions.’~11’lJ*]4 Compression to several times normal

density could result in a density isomer, or a quasistahle state existing

at other than normal density. ’4~l~~2’ Still further compression could pro-

duce quark matter, in ;hich the quarks that comprise nucleons become

free. 3,7,15 To determine whether or not any of these phase t~ansitlons ac-

tually exist in nuclei is the exciting challenge that we face!

The thermal contribution to the pressure can be written as~p

~nzhrl
‘thermal =] , R bnl ,

s

where b Is in general a function of both n and :. llow~ver, b becomes es-

pecially simple in certain limiting cases. In the nonreldtiv istic Fermi-

gas model

b ■ 2/3 , (7)

reflecting the proport~onallty of the thermal cl~crg,ypcr nucleon to rip/’.

When the effect of interactions between the nucleons is tak~n into nccount,
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by means of a density-dependent effective mass meff(n), this result gener-

alizes to2B

d lnmeff(n)
b_;-

dl nn—”

When mesons or ether particles are produced, this result at high tempera-

tures generalizes to

b = 2/(3 + Nm) ,

where Nm is the number of mesonic ?nd other degrees of freedom that are ex-

cited per nucleon. Finally, in the ultrarelativisric Fermi-gas motel with

constant effective mass and no particle production

b= 1/3 .

To study the sensitivity of the calculated results to the input equa-

tion of state, we use the Fermi-gas result (2) for the thermal pressure ard

the three curves:s shown in fig. 2 for the ground-state energy per nucleon

EO(n). The solid line.,show; the result for a conventio~al nuclear equation

of state with compressibility coefficient K ❑ 200 NeV, and the dash~d line

shows the effect of doubling the compressibility coefficient to 400 MeV.

The dot-dashed curve in fig. 2 shows the”resu?t for an equation of state

with a density isomer at a density th~t is three times normal nuclear den-

sity, with an energy 2 MeV higher than &t normal density and with the same

curvature. This curve is qualitatively similar to sum? that have been com-

puted nurrl?ricallyby Heckinq and Weisc,]’ who shcwcd that pion condensation

leads to a density isomer for ccrt~in val~cs of their parameters.

For each of the three curves in fig. 2, we use the value [o(no) = -11

McV to simulate the [?ff~cts of surface and Coulomb encrgi[?s for finltc nu-

clel and an older valuc~” of no ~ 0.145 nucleot~s/fllti’~or normal nucleon

nl’mbcrdensity. The curves are c~lculfitcd from a ncw functlonnl form;’

which has the property that. cho speed of sound opprcmche’, the spml of

light In the llmit of infinite ccmprcssion, This is achlevd by poramrtcr-

izing lo(n) for n greater than n cril.ic~~lvalue n,lir~tvrms of t,hrcr

wnoothly Joined patmbolns in the squnrc root of t,hedensity, so t~lfitin the

limlt of infinite compression it incrcotcs lin~orly with dmsltv. In t.hc
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limit of zero density, EO(n) is taken to be the difference between a speci-

fied term proportional to n2/3 that represents the kinetic energy of nonin-

teract.ingnucleons and a term proportional to n whose coefficient is ad-

justed so that the two forms join smoothly with continuous value and first

derivative.

3. Relativistic Nuclear Fluid Dynamics

In order for conventional relativistic nuclear fluid dynamics to be a

valid description of high-energy heavy-ion collisions, there must be (1) a

large number of degrees of freedom, (2) sufficient time during thecolli-

sion to establish local equilibrium, and (3) a short mean free path for

stopping a nucleon. The first condition is satisfied moderately well bnd

the second condition is satisfied less well, but perhaps well enough. The

third condition is more subtle, since estimates based on free nucleon-

nucleon collisions give relatively lmg mean free paths2a whereas coherent

collective-field effects could in principle reduce the mean free path sig-

nificantly.11 The applicability of conventional relativistic nuclear fluid

dynamics to high-energy heavy-ion collisions is an important question that

must be decided from comparisons with experimental data rather than from

theoretical arguments. * This is one of our purposes here.

In a complete nuclear fluid-dynemics calculation, we would need to

take into account nuclear energy, Coulomb energy, nuclear viscosity, ther-

mal conductivity, and single-particle effects, as well as the production of

additional particles and the associated radiative loss of energy from the

system. However, in heavy-ion collisions at the laboratory bombarding en-

ergy per nucleon of 393 MeV considered here, these effects are small com-

pared to those caused by the dcminant kinetic, compressional, and thermal

energies, and are consequently neglected.

The covariant relativistic hydrodynamic equations that we solve ex-

press the conservation of nucleon number, momentum, and energy, for a spec-

ified nuclear equation of state. In units in which the speed of light c =

1, these equations arel
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afi+v
z

● (m) = -Vp ,

and

;:+vo(;E)=-v. (;p) ,

where N, fi,and E are respec:ivcly the nucleon number density, momentum

density, and energy density (including rest energy) in the laboratory ref-

erence frame and ; is the velocity of matter relative to the laboratory

frame. The three laborat~ry-frame quantities are related to rest-frame

quantities by

N=yn,

n=yz(c+ p); ,

and

E = Y2(C + p) - P=,

whe)’eY = (1 - VL)-l’? and c is the internal energy density in the

frame, which is related to the internal energy per nucleon of eq.

E= [mO+E(n, I)]n .

rest

1) by

For a given nuclear equation of state and for given initial c~nditions

we solve these equations numerically in three spatial dimensions by use of

an improved versionp3 of a particle-in-cell finite-difference computing

method. lz This is done for the reaction ?ONe + 2~”U at a laboratory bom-

barding energy per nucleon of 393 MeV, for whicfi there exist experimental

data on the cross section d2u/dEd:? for outgoing charged particles, both in-

tegrated over all impact parameters75 and for high-multiplicity events that

can be tentatively identified with nearly central collisions.pq”o For

each of the three equations ~f state illustrated in fig. 2, we soive the

equations of motion for five different impact parameters, We continue cal-

culating the fluid-dynamical expansion to relatively small densities, where
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the thermal energy per nucleon is negligible, rather

folding after the system reaches a freezeout density

ics ceases to be valid.1’

We show in fig. 3 the calculated time evolution

than perform a thermal

at which fluid dynam-

Of the matter distri-

butio,lfor an impact parameter that is 0.1 the sum of the target and pro-

jectile r~dii, corresponding to neariy central collisions. Each column

presents a :ic!eview of the matter distribution evolving in time fcr a dif-

ferent equation of state. The initial frame i,~each case shows a 230U tar-

20~leprojectile whose en-get bombarded from above by a Lorentz-contractecl

ergy per nucleon is 393 !4eV. The projectile and target are represented by

computational particles, which are initially aligned so that in the direc-

tion perpendicular to the page only a single point is visible. However, as

the impulse resulting from the collision propagates throughout the syste;ll

this alignment is destroyed and additional particles come into view.

The target and projectile are initially deformed, compressed, and ex-

cited by the collision, which produces curved shock waves. These are fol-

lowed by rarefaction waves and an overall expansion of the matter into a

moderately wide distribution of angles. The results for the three differ-

ent equations of state are very similar to one another, but the expansion

starts later because the matter is compressed to a higher density for our

equation of state with a density isomer compared to our two conventional

equations of state. I; particular, for our equation of state with a den-

sity isomer the matter is compressed to a maximum rest-frame density of

5.1 no and remains above about 3 no for .1.4x 10-22 s and abov: 2 nO for

1.9 x l@-~~ s. For our conventional equation of state with compressibility

coefficient K = 200 MeV, the matter is compressed to a maximum rest-frame

density of 3.9 no and remains above 2 nC for 1.0 x 10-Z2 s. For our con-

ventional equation of state with K ❑ 400 MeV, the matter is compressed to a

maximum r~st-frame density of 3.4 no and remains above 2 no for 0.7x 10-PP s.

4. Comp,~rison with Experim~ntal Data

For a given impact parameter we construct from the velocity vectors at

some large time th~ energy and acgular distributions for the expanding mat-

ter. The small amount of matter that already has passed through the top

and side boundaries of the computational mesh is also inclu(~ed. By inte-

grating over the appropriate ranges of impact parameter, we compute the

doubie-diffe~ential cross section corresponding both to all impact
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parameters and to central collisions constituting 15°{of the total cross

section. The cross section for the outgoing matter distribution is then

converted into the cross section dzo/dEd~ for outgoing charged particles

u~der the assumption of uniform charge density.

The results calculated for our three equ~tiofis of state are shown in

figs. 4-6 in the form of energy spectra at four laboratory angles ranging

from 30° to 150°. Some measure of the fairly large numerical inaccuracies

inherent in fluid-dynamics c~lculations can be determined from the fluctua-

tions in tte histograms, which are obtained using angular bins of 1110width.

We also include in the figures the experimental data for outgoing ch?rged

particles. The data of Sandoval et al.z5 for all impact parameters include

contributions from protons, deuterons, tritons, 3He particles, and ‘He par-

ticles. The data of Stock et al.:9~10 for high-multiplicity events, whi~h

arc presumably associated with netirlycentral collisio’ls, include contribu-

tions from only protons, deuterons, and tritons.

Examining first the results for all impact pararret?r~ given in the

left-hand sides of figs. 4-6, we see tha~ at low energy ine calculated re-

sults are for all angles and equations of state higher than the experimen-

tal results. This is because of our neglect of binding, which causes the

entire system to completely disintegrate into SIOW1,Vmoving matter for an

arbitrarily small Impulse. At higher energy the calculations with all

eqllations of state rep;oduce, to within numerical un:ertJinties, the exper-

imental ddta at all angles. The nuclear equation of state has little ef-

fect on the >ingle-particle-inclusive cross section d71/dEd integrated

over all impact parameters.

Turning now to the results for central collisions given in the right-

hand sides of figs, 4-6, we see that at intermediate angles the results

calculated with the three equation’, of state are very similar to one an-

other, to within numerical uncertainties. However, at I s 30” the slope of

the energy rpectrum decreases signlfic~ntly as we go from a stitf equation

of state with K = 400 MeV throuqh an intermediate one with K c 200 NeV to a

soft one that contains a density isomer, Also, at I!= 15(!”the results

calculated for the density isomer are somewhat higher than those calculated

for the two conventional equat{ons of state. These differences arise be-

cause the softer density-isomer equation of state leads to higher Irlitial

density and thermal energy per nucleon, which increases the thermal contri-

bution to the cross section in regions where 11 would otherwise be small,
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Because of our neglect of binding, at low energy the calculated re-

sults for central collisions are also higher than the experimental results

for all angles and equations of state except for e = 150° with the two con-

ventional equations of state, where the rapid expansion In the backward di-

recti:m suppresses the cross section. At higher energy the calculations

with all equations of state reproduce, to within numerical uncertainties,

the experimental data at all angles except o = 30°, where the calculated

energy spectra for all three equations of sta~e +ave significantly larger

slopes than the experimental spectrum. This important disc~-epancy for cen-

tral collisions in the forward direction suggests one ormcrc of the fol-

lowing possibilities: (1) an experimental contamination from large impact

parameters, (2) a direct ~omponent involving single-nucleon scattering,

(3) a high-temperature thermal component, (4) a soft nuclear equation of

state, or (5) interpenetration of the target and projectile upon contact.

It is this latter possibility thctwe regard as most likely and to which we

now turn our attentlono

5. Interpenetration of Target ~nd Projectile

In microscopic approaches such as the intranuclear cascade,ll the tar-

get and projectile lntCrpenetrate UPO1 contact by amounts determined by n

superposition of individual hodron-hacllon collisions, An a;ternfitivc why

to incorporate target and projectile interpenetration while retaining some

degree of coherent collective flow Is by uso of a two-fluid rnodel,s in

which coupled relativistic equatior,s of motion ore solved for separate t,or-

get and projectile nuclear fluids, ;hc terrorIn thu equntions thnt couple

the two nuclear fluids arc ubto{ncd from the cross section rindm~an lr)nql-

tudlnal momentum tran$fcr for froc l“lc~f2(Jn-ou;~(?~n Collisions, At low r~l-

ative velocities the torget soulprojtxtllc fluids merge, in wh~ch cnso con-

ventional relativistic ono-fluid d\wINics is rccov~rcd.

~or our cnlculntions with tho two-fluid moclol,we use Ottoldor nut;lon)

equation of stnt~ ir]which the qround-st,ntp nurrqy is of the form’”
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K = 294.8MeV .

For consistency, we also usc this same equation of state in those calcula-

tions with our one-fluid mrdel that are reported in this section,

We show in fig. 7 the resulting

collisions in both the one-fluid and

perimental data of Stock et al. For

150”, the two models reproduce equal’

energy spectra calculated for central

two-fluid models, ~long with the ex-

the three angles o = 70’, 110°, and

ywell, toh~ $in numerical uncertain-

ties, the experimental data at high energy and are both larger than the ex-

perimental data at low energy because of our neglect of binding. For o =

30”, the two-fluid model agrees with the experimental data substantially

better than does the one-fluid model, although the slope calculated from

the two-fluid model is still somewhat larger than the experimental slope.

An alternative and perhaps more illuminating way of making the compar-

isons for central collisions is in the form of angular distributions for

fixed outgoing laboratory momentum per nucleon, as shown in fig, 8. The

experimental angular distributions for lcw outgoing momenta contain a small

peak that shifts to srllalleranqles and finally disappears for higher outgn-

ing momenta, The histograms are calculated with encrny bins of 20 MeV,

Because of our neglect of bindinq, the results for the lowest outgoing mo-

mentum calculated in both the one-fluid and two-fluid models ore much

larger than the expcri~entol ctatn. With incensing outqoinq momentum, the

on~-fluid model prndicts anqulnr distributions that arc nnrrow~r thnn thu

expcrimentnl rlistributlons nnd thnt erc pcoked nt incr(?nsln(llylnrqcr

angles, which is opposite to the oxpcrimcnt(ll trcm-1. tiow~vur, the !wo-

fluid model predicts angular dl.strihutluns with pcnks thot shift to smoll[’r

angler with Increasing outgoing momcntunl, AS is observed o~prrinmntally,

For intermdintr outgoing momcnto the cxl)~rtmrntnl dnti~ nrr lower in nhso-

lutc vnluc then the two-fluid calculations, hut for the two hiqhost outqo-

inq mon~cntrithe t?xpt?rirtmt,oldotfinqrov with thn two-fluid cnlcul~t ions to

within their numericnl uncertnitltiot,

6, conclusions

Ilyfl)cussinq it)flq$o 7 Ill)dIt01)those rf’qfon!i!11 (?norqynnd Rllqlf?

thfitII)’(-!Il?l}sitivoto tho Illo(iolused, Il(mll!lyIli(]h-(!llorqyOUtqoincj pat”ticlcs

in forwn!’ddircction~ rnsultinq from ccntrfil collisions, wo cw}clude thnt

conven$ ~’.lI,l~1 I)uclcnr fluid ctynnlllicsis innr!(?qufitefindth(ltthe
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interpenetration cf the target and projectile upon contact must be taken

into account. The two-fluid model that is used here to describe this in-

terpenetration predicts sidewards peaking for centra? collisions that is in

approximate agreement with experimental results, although for intermediate

outgoing momenta the calculated peak is somewhat higher t:lanthe experimen-

tal peak. In contrast, the microscopic intranuclear-cascade calculations

of Yariv and Fraenkel,31’37 which are based on a supe;”position of hadron-

hadron collisions, predict for central collisions angular distributions at

all outgoing momenta that are forward peaked, to witi,in statistical errors.

Furthermore, the two-component direct-plus-therm~i model of SchiJrmann and

Chemtob26’27 yields for central collisions angular distributions that are

forward peaked at low and intermediate outgoing momenta and slightly side-

wards peaked at higher outgoirg momenta. From this we conclude that cen-

tral high-energy heavy-ion collisions involve some degree of coherent col-

lective flow rather than being merely a superposition of hadron-hadron col-

lisions In particular, the flow appears to be somewhat intermediate be-

tween that of two-fluid dynamics and an intranuclear cascade.

From figs, 4-6 we see that, apart frolmcentral collisions at 0 : 30”

and to a less extent 150”, the double differential cross section d:’’/dCd:

is relatively insensitive to the nuclear equation of state In one-fluid d,y-

namics, &indwe expect even less sensitivity In ?wo-fluid dynamics. How-

ever, as stressed by 13;chwfildet al.fiand Csernai et al,,” the triple dif-

ferential cro?s section dl[l/dEd~la+should be more sensitive. This is be-

cause for a given impact parnrneter that Is intermediate between central and

peripheral, the K.eonangles of the emitted projectile-llke and target-like

matter depend upon the maximum density reached and the time that the systcnl

remains compressed and consequently upon the nuclear equation of state.

With the experimental development of 4w dctectnrs in the near future, thu

exploration of this new possibility should become n renlity.

Other promlslng directions that deserve further studies it~cludc

charged pion spectra, two-particle correlations, composite-p~rt{cle pro(iuc-

tion, and anonmlously short menn free poths of projectile fragments.’”

I.earningwhether or not the nuclc~r equation of stotc contains any sur-

prises represents an important chnllengc, hut this will require more pre-

cise experiments and theory nnd the development of o c~e~rcr si~llflturf:l
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